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SWIM TEAM 
by Johnnie Christmas
Ages 8 - 12, 256 pages, Pub 4/2022

Bad News Bears meets New Kid in this 
masterful middle-grade debut from cartoonist 
Johnnie Christmas, longlisted for the National 
Book Award: Young People's Literature! A young girl named Bree must face her 
fear of swimming head on, while at the same time confronting the long-
standing barriers of systemic racism set within the public pool system. 

POWERHOUSE CARTOONIST
Fabulously talented Johnnie Christmas is best known for co-creating the series Angel 
Catbird with celebrated writer Margaret Atwood. 

TOPICAL SUBJECT MATERIAL
Learning to swim is a very serious issue in the Black community. Longstanding issues of 
race and class have meant that pools are either not present in Black communities or 
are poorly maintained. Parents who can’t swim are less likely to have children who can 
swim or encourage their children to learn. Johnnie’s inspiration for Swim Team was to 
encourage young African American children to get in the pool and learn to swim. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Johnnie Christmas is a #1 New York Times Best Selling graphic novelist. 
Best known for co-creating the series Angel Catbird with celebrated writer 
Margaret Atwood, he has adapted William Gibson’s lost screenplay for Alien 
3 into a critically acclaimed graphic novel of the same name.

Rights sold: Korean, ANZ 

Click Here for Sample

Amazon Best Book of the Month



SAVING CHUPIE
by Amparo Ortiz, illus. by Ronnie Garcia
Ages 8 - 12, 224 pages, Pub June 6, 2023

Nidhi Chanani’s Pashmina meets Encanto in Saving Chupie, a heartwarming 
middle grade graphic novel adventure about Violeta Rubio and her friends’ 
mission to protect their local monster from international smugglers, set in a 
recovering town within Puerto Rico.

FUN TWIST ON MONSTER LORE
Everyone’s read the stories about vampires, werewolves, and witches, SAVING 
CHUPIE takes a Latinx myth and brings it to center stage in a thrilling and new 
adventure story. 

AN ENTIRELY DIVERSE ENSEMBLE
With an entirely Puerto Rican cast of characters, SAVING CHUPIE shares many 
elements of the Latinx experience and culture with the reader, without making it 
the singular point of the narrative.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Amparo Ortiz was born in San Juan, Puerto Rico, and currently lives on the 
island’s northeastern coast. Her short story comic, “What 
Remains in The Dark,” appears in the Eisner Award-winning 
anthology PUERTO RICO STRONG. Follow her shenanigans 
online at www.amparoortiz.com.

Eisner winning artist Ronnie Garcia is a queer Puerto Rican 
illustrator with experience in comics and visual development. 
With a range of storytelling experience from middle grade to 
young adult, their signature talent involves designing creatures 
of the tooth variety. They have illustrated for several independent 
anthologies, books, and currently teach young artists in their community. 

Click Here for Sample



82 DAYS IN MARIUPOL: A WAR DIARY
by Don Brown
Ages 14 and up, 96 pages, Pub May 16, 2023

A young adult graphic novel that will capture the complexities of the war in 
Ukraine, focusing on the siege of Mariupol (Feb ’22 – May ’22) and the brave 
people who stayed to defend their city against Russian forces as well as the 
resulting effects on global politics.

AS-IT-HAPPENS STORYTELLING ABOUT AN IMPORTANT, TIMELY SUBJECT
Publishing just a little over a year after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine began, Don’s 
finely researched narrative will help readers better understand current events.

HIGHLY DECORATED CREATOR
Don Brown’s young adult nonfiction graphic novels have garnered accolades 
including the YALSA Excellence in Nonfiction Award, two Sibert Honors, the Orbis 
Pictus Award, an Eisner award nomination, and have been named to best of lists 
from Kirkus, Horn Book, School Library Journal, Publishers Weekly, Booklist, and 
more.

DON'S SIGNATURE, HUMAN-FOCUSED NARRATIVE
Treats difficult historic events and their continued political fallout with sensitivity 
and a keen journalistic eye while never turning away from the everyday realities of 
individuals across the globe.

INCREASING POPULARITY OF NONFICTION
Figures from Bookscan show that sales of nonfiction young adult books increased 
8.62% in 2021 compared to the previous year.

MS not yet available

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Don Brown is a YALSA Excellence in Nonfiction and two-
time Sibert Honor award–winning creator of nonfiction 
teen graphic novels. Visit him at www.booksbybrown.com
and on Instagram @donsart.

INTR. NOT FINAL

COVER TO 
COME



Click Here for Sample

NORTHRANGER
by Rey Terciero, illustrated by Bre Indigo
Ages 13 and up, 240 pages, Pub April 5, 2023

In this swoony and spooky teen summer romance graphic novel set on a 
Texas ranch, sixteen-year-old Cade Muñoz finds himself falling for the ranch 
owner’s mysterious and handsome son, only to discover that he may be 
harboring a dangerous secret.

CLOSE TO HOME 
In an author’s note that will appear in the book’s backmatter, Rey writes about 
growing up in Texas in the 80s and 90s and feeling like his sexuality was a secret 
he couldn’t even trust his best friends with. His feelings of isolation and fear were 
the inspiration for Northranger, a story he wanted to use to explore “the 
difference between fantasy and reality, and questions those you can trust with 
your heart, especially when your union is different from the societal norm.”  

GORGEOUS SETTING
The wide-open fields and endless skies of rural Texas serve as the beautiful 
backdrop for Northranger, and stark contrast to Cade’s pinned-in feelings of 
loneliness and secrecy with his friends and family.  

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS
Rey Terciero, also known as Rex Ogle, was born and raised (mostly) in Texas. He’s 
written and edited hundreds of books and comics for children and young adults. 
He is a queer writer who has always been drawn to strong female protagonists, 
including Elizabeth Bennet, Princess Leia, Jean Grey, and Hermione Granger. 

Bre Indigo is a queer black artist based in SoCal who loves to tell stories about 
gentle boys, strong girls, the great folk in between and those outside completely. 
Bre is the author-illustrator of the successful webcomic Jamie.

COVER 
NOT FINAL



THE DO-OVER (Book 1)
by Rodrigo Vargas, illustrated by Coni Yovaniniz
Ages 8 - 12, 224 pages, Pub May 23, 2023

Friendship and creativity come together when three girls open their own 
styling studio in this new graphic novel series perfect for fans of Click and Smile.

Shy Mariana is looking for her chance to shine. She's having trouble making friends 
after a cross-country move to Ohio, despite being she's a social media expert! So when 
she meets science whiz Zoe and creative maven Everly, and the three decide to start 
their own hair styling studio, she finally finds the friends she’s been searching for. But 
with a line of customers at the door, the friends must scale up quickly, and they don't 
always agree on how. Can Mariana find the courage to speak up for what she wants? 
And does True Colors have what it takes to succeed in business and friendship?

SLICE-OF-LIFE GRAPHIC NOVEL ABOUT FRIENDSHIP
Similar to popular graphic novels such as Click, Smile, and Making Friends, this slice-of-
life graphic novel centers on building friendships and navigating the ups and downs of 
middle school.

NAVIGATING ANXIETY
Mariana is shy and dealing with sometimes paralyzing anxiety after her mother's death. 
The way she handles tough situations will be inspirational to the many kids going 
through similar emotions. 

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS 
Rodrigo Vargas is a comic book writer and illustrator based in Chile. His work explores 
counterculture, adventures, and humor. He has illustrated the comic Everything Will 
Be Okay by Matt D. Wilson and is currently working on a webcomic called Heatseekers.

Coni Yovaniniz is a comic artist and Astronomy MSc based in Santiago, Chile. They've 
previously created work for Dark Horse Comics (Steven Universe coloring book, Team 
Avatar Tales) and independent comic anthologies like Sweaty Palms Vol. I and
Enough Space for Everyone Else. Their webcomic Postcards in Braille was 
self-published via Kickstarter in 2018. 

Click 
Here for 
Sample



SLIME SHOP 
by Karina Garcia and Kevin Panetta, illus. by Niki Smith
Ages 8 - 12, 208 pages, Pub June 20, 2023

YouTube Slime Queen Karina Garcia teams up with Kevin Panetta and Niki 
Smith for a fun, colorful adventure that follows three friends as they run their 
own slime shop business and the slimes who secretly come alive to help them.

SLIME QUEEN KARINA GARCIA is considered one of the most followed crafters on 
the internet with 9.2 million followers. She has a crafting line with Target and an 
engaged, slime-loving audience on YouTube and across social media.

SLIME DIY INTEREST
Since the trend took off in 2016, slime obsession has been going strong with videos 
of people playing with or making countless variations of this DIY toy amassing billions 
of views. Story has appeal for kids interested in running their own businesses. 

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS 
Karina Garcia is the California-based Queen of Slime, expert on all things DIY and 
crafting. She has amassed over 15 million followers across social media and has 
written three bestselling books about slime and crafting. Karina also has extensive TV 
experience, most recently with AwesomenessTV’s DIY Dash and her family’s reality 
show, Going Garcia. Karina has been featured on Good Morning America, The Ellen 
DeGeneres Show, and The Today Show as well as in The New York Times, Business 
Insider, and Forbes. 

Kevin Panetta is a comic book writer and the co-creator of the baking graphic novel 
Bloom and the magical girl series Zodiac Starforce. He grew up in New York and 
Alabama but is currently living halfway between the two in Washington, DC.

Niki Smith is the Lambda Literary Award-nominated author of The Deep & Dark 
Blue and The Golden Hour. She’s a US cartoonist who now lives in Germany 
with her wife and two silly bilingual cats.

Click 
Here for 
Sample



SHAKTI 
by SJ Sindu
Ages 8 - 12, 256 pages, Pub May 2, 2023

A fierce, feminist, and fun middle grade fantasy graphic novel about a 
twelve-year-old Indian-American girl named Shakti who must learn the 
power of her ancestral magic if she wants to save her family and town from 
a curse. Written by Stonewall Honor Book recipient and Lambda Literary 
Fellow, SJ Sindu and illustrated by Nabi H. Ali.

INDIAN-INSPIRED FANTASY ELEMENTS
SJ Sindu draws elements of her culture into the story as Shakti’s practice of 
ancient Indian magic plays a large role. Shakti seeks the aid of Durga Ma, a 
beneficent goddess. But she accidentally unleashes Durga Ma’s dangerous twin, 
Kali Ma, the destroyer—threatening Shakti, her friends, and their town. 

FIERCE, FEMALE WITCHES
Shakti and her moms, Terri and Rita are witches, who tap into the magic that 
exists all around us. Middle grade readers will love seeing how Shakti taps into her 
ancestral magic to save the day. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
SJ Sindu is a Tamil diaspora author of two literary novels, 
two hybrid chapbooks, and a forthcoming graphic novel. 
Her first novel, Marriage of a Thousand Lies, won the 
Publishing Triangle Edmund White Award and was a 
Stonewall Honor Book and a finalist for a Lambda 
Literary Award. A 2013 Lambda Literary Fellow, Sindu
holds an MA in English from the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln and a PhD in English and Creative Writing from 
Florida State University. Sindu is an Assistant Professor 
of English at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Click Here for Sample

Art Rights Only 
Text Rights handled by 

Folio Literary Management

COVER 
NOT FINAL
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FIREBIRD
by Sunmi
Ages 13 and up, 320 pages, Pub June 6, 2023

Sunmi’s gorgeous, 2-color teen graphic novel debut examines the power of 
resilience and reinvention, following the lives of Caroline and Kim, two queer, 
Asian American teenagers growing up in the suburbs of the San Francisco Bay 
Area, as they forge an unexpected connection.

Caroline Kim is feeling the weight of sophomore year. When she starts tutoring 
infamous senior Kimberly Park-Ocampo—a charismatic lesbian, friend to rich kids and 
punks alike—Caroline is flustered . . . but intrigued

Their friendship kindles and before they know it, the two are sneaking out for late-
night drives, bonding beneath the stars over music, dreams, and a shared desire of 
getting away from it all.

A connection begins to smolder . . . but will feelings of guilt and the mounting 
pressure of life outside of these adventures extinguish their spark before it catches 
fire?

BREAKOUT TALENT
Firebird is talented cartoonist Sunmi’s author-illustrator debut.

CROSSOVER APPEAL
With a sophisticated story and gorgeous, nuanced artwork, Firebird is sure to appeal 
to both teens and adults.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sunmi is an illustrator and cartoonist from the Bay Area of California, currently 
residing in Baltimore, Maryland. They received their BFA in Illustration from the 
Maryland Institute College of Art in 2017. Their work explores themes of 
emotional distance and fantastical femininity, within a framework of LGBTQ, 
Asian-American, and Korean diasporic identity, mythology, and history.

Click Here for Sample



UNHAPPY CAMPER 
by Lily LaMotte, illustrated by Ann Xu
Ages 8 - 12, 208 pages, Pub April 25, 2023

From the creators of the acclaimed Measuring Up, comes a second graphic novel 
about the relationship between two sisters who rebuild their bond at a 
Taiwanese American summer camp—a heartwarming story about identity and 
the importance of being true to yourself and standing up for what you believe in.

HEARTWARMING STORY OF SISTERHOOD
This story is a lovely tale of two sisters bonding during summer camp and reconnecting 
with their Taiwanese culture. This book is a beautiful reminder of the importance of 
family and sisterhood in our lives. 

RECONNECTING TO TAIWANESE CULTURE
In this book, the sisters learn to take pride in their culture. From a young age, people of 
color are socialized to assimilate into American culture. But in this book, the characters 
learn to take pride in their Taiwanese heritage and celebrate their differences. 

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS
Lily LaMotte has an MFA from Hamline's Writing for Children 
and Young Adults program, and is on the SCBWI Western 
Washington Advisory Committee as Monthly Programming 
Coordinator. Visit her at www.lilylamotte.com.

Ann Xu is an Ignatz-nominated cartoonist and illustrator. 
She graduated from the Maryland Institute College 
of Art with a BFA in illustration. She previously 
worked with Lily LaMotte on the graphic novel
Measuring Up as well as the graphic novel Shadow 
Life. Visit Ann at www.annixu.com.

Measuring Up Rights sold: French (Editions Rue de Sevres), 
Hebrew (Kinneret Zmora)

Click Here for Sample



WARRIORS: A THIEF IN THUNDERCLAN (BOOK 4)

by Erin Hunter
Ages 8-12, 224 pages, Pub June 6, 2023

The warrior cats leap off the page in this full-color graphic novel adventure—
a stand-alone story set in the world of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors
series. Set shortly after the events of Warriors: The Prophecies Begin, this 
action-packed, stand-alone adventure is perfect for longtime Erin Hunter fans 
and new readers alike.

#1 NATIONALLY BESTSELLING SERIES
The New York Times bestselling Warriors series has 
been flying off the shelves for eighteen years and 
counting. We’ve now sold almost 35 million net 
copies of all Warriors titles combined.

THE PERFECT FORMAT FOR DEDICATED FANS AND NEW READERS
Graphic novel adventures are carving out a huge fan base within the middle grade 
sphere, and with epic, full-color illustrations, this graphic novel is poised to draw in 
new readers as well as dedicated fans. Our six full-color graphic novel adventures 
have sold over 400,000 copies across all formats.

FULL COLOR
Longtime Warriors artist James Barry has created new, action-packed art for this 
full-color original graphic novel.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Erin Hunter is inspired by a love of cats and a fascination with the ferocity of the 
natural world. She is the author of the bestselling Warriors, Seekers, Survivors, 
Bravelands, and Bamboo Kingdom series. Erin lives in the UK. Enter the wild at 
www.warriorcats.com.

Series rights sold: Chinese/Simple, Czech, Finnish, French, German, Korean, 
Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Ukrainian 

MS not yet available



FGTeeV (BOOK 4)

by FGTeeV and Miguel Díaz Rivas
Ages 8-12, 208 pages, Pub May 30, 2023

New York Times bestselling authors and YouTube sensations are back with 
their fourth, full-color, jacketed hardcover, middle grade graphic novel, Out of 
Time. In this newest story, Duddz gets an ultra-tech gamer watch and 
accidentally transports his family on an epic adventure through space and 
history.

INSANELY DEDICATED FAN BASE
FGTeeV has FIVE different YouTube channels. Fans tune in to see them play games, 
unbox toys, go on vacation, dance, sing, and just live their lives. Viewers love 
hanging out with the FGTeeV family and they’re constantly asking for more content.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES
Building upon the New York Times bestselling 
success of the first three books, FGTeeV’s fourth 
book is sure to be a favorite among their engaged 
and activated fanbase.

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS 
Duddy, Moomy, Lexi, Mike, Chase, and Shawn are the stars of FGTeeV, one of the 
most popular family gaming YouTube channels in the world, and FVFamily, which 
have a combined total of 35 million subscribers and more than 33.4 billion views. 
This family of six loves gaming, travelling, and spontaneous dance parties. To learn 
more, visit them on YouTube FGTeeV and FVFamily.

Miguel Díaz Rivas is a freelance illustrator from Spain. He was born in Cabra, a small 
town in Córdoba. He studied Media and Communication in Seville, focusing on how 
to use the audiovisual language to tell stories. After college he studied Illustration 
and Animation at E.S.D.I.P in Madrid. Nowadays Miguel works as a freelance artist 
for educational books and publishing companies and he contributes 
to advertising agencies, making illustrations and animations.

MS not yet available

Game like never before in this exhilarating 
graphic novel adventure from YouTube 

sensation FGTeeV, with more than 11 million 
subscribers and over 11 billion views!



THE LEGEND OF GNAWFACE
by Cyndi Marko
Ages 8-12, 192 pages, Pub June 20, 2023

Sloth detective Paz is back—and she’s hunting for pirate treasure in this second 
book in the Sloth Sleuth graphic novel series, perfect for fans of Investigators 
and the Bad Guys!

Treasure fever has hit Winkelfuss! A newly discovered map, riddled with riddles, hints 
that Cap’n Gnawface the Meanie stashed her loot somewhere on the island. But the 
Legend of Gnawface’s Treasure comes with a curse—“the golden smudge” that marks 
a treasure-seeker to be ghost-napped! One by one (and sometimes two by two!) the 
treasure-seekers start mysteriously disappearing! Luckily, Paz is the one island 
resident who doesn't care about the treasure, and she's on the case. 

Can Paz find her friends—or will she be ghost-napped first? It’s a slow-down 
showdown in the race for pirate treasure!

SLOTHS ARE TRENDING!
Who doesn't love a sloth? The adorable animals have surged in popularity recently, 
replacing the unicorn as the “it” creature (according to Bustle, TIME, the WSJ, and 
others).

LAUGH-OUT-LOUD HUMOR
Cyndi Marko's spot-on humor will have readers of all ages laughing as they turn 
pages. And humor always works with this age group!

COVER TO 
COME

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Cyndi Marko is the author-illustrator of the award-
winning Kung Pow Chicken early chapter book series, the 
graphic novel chapter books This Little Piggy: An Owner’s 
Manual and Boo! Hiss!, the middle grade graphic 
novel series Sloth Sleuth, and the picture book Gilly’s 
Monster Trap. Learn more at www.CyndiMarko.com.

Interior from Book 1

MS not yet available



SPARKLE DRAGONS: 
ONE HORN TO RULE THEM ALL (BOOK 2)
by Emma Carlson Berne, illustrated by Luke Flowers 
Ages 6-10, 144 pages, Pub May 16, 2023

In this second sequined adventure, join the spunky and powerful Sparkle 
Dragons as they blast their glitter fire and put their brains together to save 
the queendom from a malicious unicorn. A hilarious, easy-to-read graphic 
novel.

THE BAD GUYS FOR STRONG GIRLS!
This funny, feminine trio exude confidence as they use their brains, sass, and sparkle 
fire breathing abilities to seek-out justice and truth.

HIGHLY VISUAL STORYTELLING
Paired with spare text and various eye-catching fonts make this a must-read for all 
young graphic novel readers.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING ILLUSTRATOR
Luke Flowers's first author/illustrator Easy Reader series with Scholastic, Moby 
Shinobi, has sold more than 1 million copies (across the 6 books released since 
2016). He is also the illustrator of the New York Times bestseller A Beautiful Day in 
the Neighborhood, the poetry of Fred Rogers.

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS
Emma Carlson Berne is the author of over one hundred and twenty books for 
juvenile, middle-grade and young adult readers. She is a keen horseback rider and 
lover of nature and animals...and dragons. Emma lives in Cincinnati, Ohio with her 
husband and three young sons.

Luke Flowers has illustrated more than 60 children's books, including the New York 
Times bestseller A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood. When he is not in 
his creative cave with the Sparkle Dragons, he finds inspiration on 
adventures with his wife and kids. He lives in Colorado.

Book 1

MS not yet available



SUPER-SERIOUS MYSTERIES: THE UNTIMELY
PASSING OF NICHOLAS FART (BOOK 1)

by Josh Crute, illust. By James Rey Sanchez
Ages 6-10, 80 pages, Pub May 23, 2023

The first installment in a funny young chapter book graphic novel series, 
perfect for fans of Clue and Whodunit mysteries: Nicholas Fart passes out 
after smelling something foul, and it’s up to Penelope Whiff to sniff out the 
culprit who dealt it.

PERFECT FOR EMERGING READERS
With simple language, cinematic expressive artwork, and a hilarious page-turning 
refrain, books in the Super-Serious Mysteries series are sure to please the youngest 
of readers. Picture books like, No One Likes a Fart, Almost Everybody Farts, and Even 
Fairies Fart, meets Aaron Reynold’s Fart Quest middle grade series in this chapter 
book series about, you guessed it, farts! 

MORE TO COME
The gang’s second mystery, Who Picked Barney’s Booger? is slated for fall 2024.

ABOUT THE CONTRIBUTORS 
Josh Crute was hiking on a mossy mountain when he peeked into the wrong rock 
cleft and discovered a doorway to another dimension. He hasn’t been seen since, 
but manuscripts postmarked from the hills of Alabama arrive periodically on Josh’s 
publishers’ doorsteps. He is the author of several picture books including Oliver: The 
Second-Largest Living Thing on Earth and Jonas Hanway’s Scurrilous, Scandalous, 
Shockingly Sensational Umbrella. You can visit Josh at www.joshcrute.com.

James Rey Sanchez grew up in a humble home in Santa Maria, California, where his 
love for art came from countless hours of reading comics, playing video games, and 
90’s Saturday morning cartoons. He has worked in the animation world with Class 
Dojo where he designed his own cartoon for the studio, and illustrated the 
popular music picture book, Irving Berlin, The Immigrant Boy Who Made 
America Sing. Check out James’s other work at www.jamesreyart.com.

MS not yet available

COVER 
NOT FINAL



PEA, BEE, & JAY: THE BIG BULLY (BOOK 6)

by Brian “Smitty” Smith
Ages 6-10, 64 pages, Pub June 20, 2023

In Pea, Bee, & Jay: The Big Bully, Pea is having a blast on Rolling Row, where 
spherical fruits and veggies go to show off their rolling skills—until 
a great big pumpkin rolls up and declares the row her territory now, even 
threatening to smoosh the other kids unless they clear out. Even hot-headed 
Pea is intimidated! But after Pea enlists Bee and Jay to help him take back 
Rolling Row from the big bully, they discover that Pumpkin's got some extra-
large problems of her own. Can Pea, Bee, & Jay take back Rolling Row, and 
maybe even teach a big bully to see the error of her ways?

GRAPHIC NOVELS FOR EMERGING READERS
Like the Narwhal and Jelly series (also 64 pages), Pea, Bee, & Jay is perfect for the 
emerging reader interested in comics. With bright, straightforward art and text, 
these books are the right fit for kids learning to read and will sharpen their visual 
literacy skills at the same time.

ACCOLADES FOR DAYS
There’s a lot of love for Pea, Bee, & Jay! Stuck Together received three starred 
reviews, one of which was from SLJ, who called the book "funny, punny, fearless, 
and even corny”. PB&J was also on Kirkus, SLJ, and Amazon’s Best Books of 2020 
lists, has been translated into several languages, and all three books out have been 
JLG selections.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Brian “Smitty” Smith is a former Marvel Comics 
and DC Comics editor. He is the cocreator and writer
behind the New York Times bestselling graphic novel
The Stuff of Legend, the cartoonist of Tree Mail, and 
the winner of the Kids Read Comics “Most Epic 
Adventure” award. Smitty lives in Greensboro, North Carolina.

Series rights sold: Chinese/Simple, Italian

MS not yet available



Click Here to Read

THE HILLS OF ESTRELLA ROJA
by Ashley Robin Franklin
Ages 14 and up, 384 pages, Pub May 30, 2023

In this spooky, queer YA graphic novel debut, a paranormal podcaster visits 
small-town Texas and teams up with a cute outsider with secrets to unearth 
the truth behind the haunting red lights that float above its hills. But 
something hungry lurks beneath the strange stars and the two teens discover 
that in the hills of Estrella Roja, some things should stay buried.

LGBTQ+ ROMANCE / QUEER REPRESENTATION
Mari and Kat are slow to act on their crushes, but the longing glances, the accidental 
touches are part of the thrill. Beyond that, many other characters also identify as 
queer in the story. 

A NEW AGE OF CRYPTIDS
Move over vampires, werewolves, bigfoot, and even moth man, this project is more 
focused on regional cryptids like chupacabras and lechuzas (witches who take the 
shape of an owl and eats children). 

COMMERCIAL APPEAL AND CROSSOVER POTENTIAL
Perfect for fans of Riverdale, Stranger Things, The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, but 
also X-Files and Yellowjackets. The Hills of Estrella Roja is sure to attract adult 
readers as well as teens with its appealing art and spine-tingling illustrations and 
horror inspiration.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ashley Robin Franklin is a queer cartoonist and illustrator based in Austin, Texas, 
where she lives with her girlfriend and their goofy tiny dogs. Ashley makes sweet 
and spooky comics with horror and fantasy elements. Her most recent in-
print comics are One Million Tiny Fires (2020) and That Full Moon Feeling 
(2021), both published by Silver Sprocket. She has also published several short 
comics with the New Yorker, the Nib, and Pome press. The Hills of Estrella 
Roja is her YA graphic novel debut.

COVER TO 
COME

Click Here for Sample



TWO TRIBES
by Emily Bowen Cohen
Ages 8 - 12, 256 pages, Pub August 8, 2023

Heartdrum’s first graphic novel, by Muscogee-Jewish writer and artist Emily 
Bowen Cohen, is perfect for fans of American Born Chinese. Inspired by 
autobiographical details, this fictional coming-of-age story for middle 
graders follows Mia, a girl whose father is a member of the Muscogee 
Nation in Oklahoma and whose mother is Jewish and lives in Los Angeles.

REPRESENTATION FOR BOTH MUSCOGEE AND JEWISH IDENTITIES
As she embraces both her Muscogee and Jewish identities, Mia participates in 
customs from both, from keeping kosher and celebrating Shabbat with her mom 
and stepfather, to learning the Mvskoke language, digging wild onions, and 
celebrating her inner Indiginerd with her Muscogee family. Since we still don’t see 
enough thoughtful depictions of either of these communities on shelves, this story 
will be welcomed by readers and gatekeepers alike.

COMPLICATED BUT LOVING FAMILY DYNAMIC
Mia’s parents divorced many years ago, and she lives with her mother and new 
stepfather, who do not have a positive view of her father—the father who has not 
been good at staying in touch with his daughter. In spite of this difficult beginning, 
Mia’s family is portrayed as whole and loving, and provides a strong depiction of 
blended families. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Emily Bowen Cohen is a member of the Muscogee Nation. She spent her 
childhood in Okemah, Oklahoma, and her teen years in Montclair, New Jersey, 
before graduating from Harvard University. She and her husband, filmmaker Etan 
Cohen, live in Los Angeles. They have three Jewish Native American children. 

You can find her memoir-style comics at www.memberoftwotribes.com.

Click Here for Sample



ALL THE LOVELY BAD ONES GRAPHIC NOVEL 
by Mary Downing Hahn, illustrated by Scott Petersen
Ages 8 - 12, 160 pages, Pub May 2, 2023

In this graphic novel adaptation of one of master horror storyteller Mary 
Downing Hahn's spookiest and most popular tales, two siblings spend the 
summer at a haunted inn and learn that buried secrets don't stay buried.

TOP-SELLING GHOST STORY IN GRAPHIC NOVEL FORMAT 
All the Lovely Bad Ones has sold half a million copies across formats and is a favorite 
of kids and gatekeepers alike. 

BELOVED AUTHOR AT THE TOP OF HER GAME
Mary Downing Hahn's books have received over fifty child-voted state awards and are 
adored by teachers and librarians, booksellers, caregivers, and kids—and we're 
publishing new novels regularly. Her scary stories have delighted readers for decades 
and her fans span generations—and they're eager to introduce her books, old and 
new, to the next generation of readers. 

WELL-KNOWN ADAPTER WITH BACKGROUND IN KIDS COMICS AND CREEPY TALES 
Scott Petersen is the writer of Truckus Maximus, an original middle grade graphic 
novel which was praised for its "alt-world action movie" plot by The Bulletin and was 
called "boisterous fun" by Booklist, as well as DC's The Gotham Adventures, Batgirl, 
and Batgirl Beyond series. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Downing Hahn’s many acclaimed novels include such beloved ghost stories as 
Wait Till Helen Comes, Deep and Dark and Dangerous, and Took. A former librarian, 
she has received more than fifty child-voted state awards for her work. She lives in 
Columbia, Maryland, with a cat named Nixi. Scott Peterson is the writer of Truckus
Maximus, an original middle grade graphic novel, as well as for the comics 
series Batgirl, Batgirl Beyond, and The Gotham Adventures. Scott lives in the Pacific 
Northwest with his family.

Twitter:@petersonscott. http://www.theotherscottpeterson.blogspot.com
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DRAWN TO CHANGE THE WORLD 
by Emma Reynolds, illustrated by various artists
Ages 8 - 12, 144 pages, Pub May 2, 2023

An illustrated middle grade nonfiction graphic novel anthology by 
#kidlit4climate founder and UK author-illustrator Emma Reynolds. The book 
features profiles of sixteen different diverse youth climate activists who have 
been campaigning for change all over the world, and each profile is illustrated by 
a different illustrator, with extensive front matter and backmatter materials.

SIXTEEN KID ACTIVISTS’ STORIES ILLUSTRATED BY SIXTEEN INCREDIBLE ARTISTS! 
This middle grade, nonfiction graphic novel collection features profiles of sixteen youth 
activists who are fighting to change the world, illustrated by sixteen talented artists. 
Here’s the full list of activists and illustrator parings: Greta Thunberg (illustrated by 
Emma Reynolds); Jaime Margolin (illustrated by Teo Duvall); Dara McAnulty (illustrated 
by Victoria Maderna and Federico Piatti); Ridhima Pandey (illustrated by Shivana
Sookdeo); Arshak Makichyan (illustrated by Margarita Kukhtinq); Jean Hinchliffe 
(illustrated by Erin Hunting); Tokata Iron Eyes (illustrated by Gloria Felix); Edgar 
Edmund Tarimo (illustrated by Bill Masuku); Jerome Foster II (illustrated by Derick 
Brooks); Autumn Peltier (illustrated by Natasha Donovan); Ou Howey (illustrated by 
Jade Zhang); Melati and Isabel Wijsen (illustrated by Ann Maulina); Iqbal Badruddin 
(illustrated by Anoosha Syed); Leah Namurgerwa (illustrated by Natasha Nayo); Daphne 
Frias (illustrated by Devon Holzworth) 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Emma Reynolds is an illustrator and author based in Manchester, UK. Emma started 
#KidLit4Climate the first global illustrated climate campaign in early 2019, bringing 
together thousands of children’s illustrators and authors from more than fifty countries 
in solidarity with the youth climate strikes. Her author-illustrator debut picture 
book Amara and the Bats about bat conservation, community action and finding hope is 
a NSTA 'Best in STEM' and Empathy Lab #ReadForEmpathy selection. She is passionate 
about storytelling and making accessible SciComm, and is inspired by nature, animals, 
adventure, and seeing the magic in the everyday. Visit her at 
www.EmmaReynoldsIllustration.com.
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ROMANIA
Ms. Simona Kessler
International Copyright Agency, Ltd.
Str. Banul Antonache nr. 37 
011663 Bucharest 1, Romania 
Phone: (004021) 316 48 06
simona@kessler-agency.ro

RUSSIA
Ms. Olga Zasetskaya 
Synopsis Literary Agency
PO Box 114, Moscow, 129090,
Russia  
Phone:7 495 781 0183
oz@synopsis-agency.ru

SPANISH & PORTUGUESE
Ms. Sandra Bruna
Sandra Bruna Agencia Literaria
C/ Balmes 207, Principal 2ª 
08008 Barcelona, Spain
Phone: 34 93 217 7406 
sbruna@sandrabruna.com

TURKEY
Ms. Begum Ayfer
Akcali Copyright Agency
Bahariye Cad 8/9-10
34714 Kadikoy, Istanbul, Turkey 
Phone: 90 216 3388 771
begum@akcalicopyright.com

GERMAN
Ms. Annelie Geissler
MOHRBOOKS AG Literary Agency
Seefeldstrasse 303
CH-8008 Zurich, Switzerland
Phone: 41 43 244 86 26
annelie.geissler@mohrbooks.com

GERMAN
Mr. Bastian Schlueck
Thomas Schlueck GmbH
Hinter der Worth 12 
30827 Garbsen, Germany 
Phone: 495 131 4975 60
b.schlueck@schlueckagent.com 

GREECE
Mr. John L. Moukakos
JLM Literary Agency
9 Andrea Metaxa Street 
106 81 Athens , Greece
Phone: 210 384 7187 
jlm@jlm.gr

HEBREW
Ms. Beverley Levit
The Book Publishers Association
of Israel
29 Carlebach Street, Tel Aviv 67132
Israel 

Phone: 972-3-5614121
rights1@tbpai.co.il

HUNGARY
Mr. Peter Bolza
Katai & Bolza Literary Agents
H-1056 Budapest
Szerb u. 17-19, Hungary
Phone: 36 1 456 1313
peter@kataibolza.hu

THE BALTIC STATES
(Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia)
Ms. Tatjana Zoldnere
Andrew Nurnberg Associates
PO Box 77, Riga LV 1011, 
Latvia 
Phone: 371 67506 495
zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv

BULGARIA
Ms. Kamelia Emilova
Andrew Nurnberg Associates
Jk. Yavorov bl. 56-B, Ap. 9
Sofia 1111, Bulgaria
Phone: 359 2 986 2819
kamelia@anas-bg.com>

CHINESE (COMPLEX)
Ms. Chang-Chih Tsai
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency
3rd Floor, 150, Sec. 2, 
Roosevelt Road
Taipei, Taiwan 100 R.O.C. 
Phone: 8862 2364 4995
changchih@bardonchinese.co
m

CHINESE (SIMPLIFIED)
Ms. Jian-Mei Wang,
Ms. Electra Chang, 
Bardon-Chinese Media Agency
Room 2-702, Building 2 
RongHuaShiJia, No. 29, 
XiaoYingBeiLu, ChaoYang
District, Beijing 100101, China.
Tel: 010-82235383
jianmei@bardonchinese.com
electra@bardonchinese.com

CZECH REPUBLIC & SLOVAKIA
Ms. Kristin Olson
Kristin Olson Literary Agency 
s.r.o.
Klimentska 24
110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic 
Phone: 420 222 582 042
kristin.olson@litag.cz

DUTCH 
Marianne Schönbach Literary 
Agency 
Rokin 44 III
1012 KV Amsterdam
Phone: 31(0)206200020
m.schonbach@schonbach.nl

FRENCH
Ms. Eliane Benisti
The Eliane Benisti Agency 
80 rue des Saints-Pères 75007 
Paris, France
Phone: +33 (0) 142 228 533
Eliane@elianebenisti.com

FRENCH, SPANISH & 
PORTUGUESE
*Graphic Novels Only
Ms. Lora Fountain
Agence Litteraire Lora Fountain 
& Associates
7, rue de Belfort, 75011 Paris, 
France
Phone: +33-(0)1-43-56-21-96 
lora@fountlit.com

ITALIAN
Ms. Stefania Fietta
Donzelli Fietta Agency
Viale Abruzzi, 11
20131 Milano
Phone: +39 339 2541650
stefania@donzellifiettaagency.
com

JAPANESE 
Ms. Maiko Fujinaga
Japan Uni Agency, Inc
Tokyodo Jinbocho No. 2 Bldg
1-27 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda-
ku
Tokyo 101-0051, Japan  
Phone: 81 3 3295 0301
maiko.fujinaga@japanuni.co.jp

KOREA
Ms. Rockyoung Lee
Korea Copyright Center, Inc. 
Gyonghigung-achim 3 
Officetel Rm 520
34, Sajik-ro 8-gil, Jongno-gu, 
Seoul, 03174, Korea
Phone: 82 2 739 4610
rylee@kccseoul.com

POLAND
Ms. Paulina Machnik
Graal Ltd.
ul. Pruszkowska 29/252
02-119 Warszawa, Poland
Phone: 48 22 895 2000
paulina.machnik@graal.com.pl 
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